
1 PHASE 2 SURVEY:  SOCIAL & INFORMATIONAL 
NETWORKS WITHIN THE TWO CASE STUDY AREAS. 

 

1.1 Introduction. 
This section of the Report outlines the main findings concerning farmers’ social and 

informational networks within the two case-study areas of: 

�� Breadalbane Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA), Scotland. 

�� Gloucestershire Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS), England. 

 

The characteristics of the farmer-to-farmer networks are described for each case study site, 

together with the types of non-AEM discussion issues which are articulated amongst farmers.   

 

The report then focuses on the data relating to any AEM-related discussions, and the 

differences between the two case studies are highlighted.   The influence of these discussions 

in the ESA upon farmers’ ESA-adoption decision making is discussed in the following Section 

2. 

 

The farmer-to-institution networks are then described for the two cases, and once again, 

differences are highlighted. 

 

1.2 Characteristics of farmer-to-farmer social and informational 
networks. 

1.2.1 Within Breadalbane ESA (SCOTLAND). 
The number of contacts that a farmer has with other farmers ranges from 1 to 12, with the 

average being between 4 and 5.  The frequency of meeting is from 1 to 4 times per month, 

although this varies according to the seasons (see below). 

 

 
Factors which play a role in shaping farmer-to-farmer networks. 
Physical boundaries. 

Farmers reported that the physical features of the landscape played a role in shaping, and for 

some determining, their social networks.  The following quotes are illlustrative: 

 
�� “Here, we’re geographically close.  There are 6 farmers here on this side of the river.  If you 

have to cross the river, it’s not a “neighbour” “ [NAD17] 
�� “It’s a very funny area here, because the roads don’t link up.  I don’t ‘come across’ a neighbour.  

We go directly onto the major road.  We’re out on a limb.  We don’t see people.  We rarely 
come across a neighbour unless we go up to their back door. And it’s half an hour through the 
hill by car at the back (to my nearest neighbour) and the road and the river are at the front.  So 
we’re isolated from what’s going on round about”. AD11] 

Physical proximity. 
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Farmers stated that the fact that another farmer lives close to them has the effect of meaning 

that you are simply more likely to have contacts with these neighbours: 

 
�� “Farmers are my neighbours.  If you see them, you stop for 15-20 minutes; you turn the 

engine off, and you get stuck in.  ,y wife says farmers are real gossips” [AD09] 
�� “You see each other… In the town here, it’s a centre; you know you’re going to meet 

others. I go to the petrol station at a certain time if I want to meet a particular farmer” 
[AD03] 

 
However, interviewees also pointed out that geographical proximity is not necessarily a 

sufficient factor in shaping their interactions or relations, for example: 

 
�� “It’s not just that you live geographically close to one another.  It’s also because you have 

something in common” [ADESA34]. 
�� “I know people who can’t stand the sight of their neighbours, so it’s NOT just about being 

geographically close.  Farming system has something to do with it, cos, for example, 
sheep farmers still ‘neighbour’ for the gatherings.  At other times of the year, you ask your 
neighbour to help – because now there’s so little labour on the farm” [AD34] 

 
Two further facets of geographical proximity were highlighted, firstly, that farmers who are 

geographically close are likely to face similar climatic and soil-related constraints and 

opportunities, and there is therefore an understanding of this context when discussions take 

place: 
�� “for example, in Aberfeldy (town) they’ve got good soil and a different climate (from here), 

so you couldn’t take on some of their ideas” [ADESA27] 
 
The second facet is that, if you are talking with farmers who are local, it is more likely that you 

know each other, that you see each others’ farming systems in operation, that it is not 

possible to hide how things are going, and that you are subject to the same environmental 

conditions within that locality.  There is a sense of greater open-ness amongst farmers in a 

locale than compared with those farmers who might be considered “leaders”, or “professional” 

or more established and respected across the wider farming community.  Farmers are more 

reluctant to be so open about how their farming business is really going, with such farmers. 

The following quote is illustrative: 

 
�� “Farmers who live closer to one another – you have contact, you know each other better; 

you are more at ease.  It’s a case of the “local boys” compared with the older “pro” 
farmers…” [ADESA27] 

 
 
Running similar farming systems. 

This has a number of implications, for example:  

�� you use the same markets, and can therefore discuss pricing, and selling strategies (such 

as the best weight to sell the animal). 

�� You have issues in common with other farmers (such as prices and subsidy levels, 

disease control, lambing percentages). 

�� There are possibilities for competition between farmers, in terms of livestock quality or 

height and colour of grass at particular times of year. 

The following quotes are illustrative: 
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�� “Because of the relative remoteness here, it’s more that you talk to others with similar 
systems, and not necessarily those closest geographically”. [AD01] 

�� “Similar systems – it can be a long night with arable farmers.  Talking shop can be very 
boring if it’s only going one way!” [AD11 livestock farmer]. 

�� ”The competition side of agriculture is very important.  You want to have better stock than 
your neighbour. Farming’s public… And if you have farmer friends round here for an 
evening, at this time of year (February), you’d also walk through the stock (together) 
before you leave… We’re independent, but we’re open amongst farmers.  If you did 
something WELL, others would come to see it – no secrecy…” [AD10] 

 
Another aspect of farming system is the percentage income from agriculture.  This is a point 

raised by both farmers and institutional agents (see below).  Farmers have more respect for 

those other farmers who are making their living full-time from farming, and who are not 

supplementing their income from other sources, or not managing a farm with someone else’s 

money.  This respect is translated in terms of acceptance of ideas and suggestions from such 

farmers, and/or in terms of how they respond to obersvations of their farming systems. 

It is related in the context of both farmers, and estate owners (“landlords” and their “factors”).  

The following quote is an example of one of the responses: 

 
�� “We have respect for PRACTICAL farmers who are running their own outfits, and using their 

OWN money (rather than farm managers, for example).  You listen to them.  You watch the 
competent boys and compare notes” [ADESA27]. 

 
 
Age of farmers. 
Although a number of interviewees stated that “age” in itself does not preclude relationships 

or interactions, the perspectives of farmers of a different age to themselves can affect how 

much they talk about certain issues, and also what they expect likely responses to be 

(interviewees stated that there are “generational responses” to Agri-Environmental Measures, 

and to new technologies, for example).  Some farmers report that, in discussing particular 

issues, it is easier to talk with a farmer who “ages with yourself” (is of the same age) rather 

than someone older or younger:1 

 
�� : “Similar age is easier.  It’s difficult to relate to a 20-year-old farmer or to a 60-year-old 

farmer.  There’s a different outlook: 20 year olds are more recently educated and more 
innovative; 60 year olds probably the other way, stuck in a groove”. [AD10] 

 
 
 
The seasonality of networks. 
Farmers reported that, at some times of year, networks are more active, due to shared tasks, 

shared labour/machinery requirement, or shared concerns; the following quotes highlight this 

facet: 

 
�� “for example, scanning.  It’s coming up to scanning time (February) and it’s the most 

nervous time for sheep farmers.  We know we’ll lose between 8 to 15%. We talk about the 
results quite intensively” [AD10] 

�� “It’s through work that pulls me closer to my friends.  My neighbour and I gather (the 
sheep) together all summer, so we talk” [AD23]. 

                                                      
1 This is also reported in the context of the relations with the agricultural adviser; see below. 
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�� “One neighbour only comes if he wants to borrow something. I haven’t seen him for 3 
months, and then the phone will go for him to use the tractor or the digger. Or we’ll phone 
him for the calving jack and how to use it…” [NAD17] 

�� “Every second Friday from end of August through to Christmas (Perth), and twice a year 
you have the tupp sales.” [NAD17] 

 
 
 
The dynamics of networks. 
Interviewees were asked how their farmer-to-farmer networks had changed over the past 5-

10 years.  The following reponses were received: 
�� “Over the past 10-15 years, there are less farmers.  The country pubs are all closing 

because the drink driving laws have all changed.  So you see each other less now.  You 
tend to see each other at market, or an immediate neighbour, or a social occasion like the 
annual (agricultural) show”. [ADESA09] 

�� “It’s getting difficult to socialise because there’s too much paperwork, especially when you 
are working (outside) until 5 or 6 in the winter, and 8.30 in the summer” [ADESA23]. 

�� “We used to see each other at the market every Friday. Now, we go to the market less and 
to the abattoir more”. [ADESA20] 

�� “The Farm Management Group in the area has had an important impact.  Farmers are 
generally more open to other farmers.  No one is holding back too much; over many years 
it’s changed.  There are more of us in the same boat, because of the economic climate”. 
[ADESA29] 

�� “There’s far less come and go between farmers; there’s fewer people on the farms. And 
more recently (1999-2000) farmers are more busy in terms of looking after their own.” 
[ADESA03] 

 
 
 
 

1.2.2 Within the Gloucestershire CSS region (ENGLAND)2. 
 
Responses to the question “do farmers who live close to each other meet & speak 
more than those who live further apart?” 
�� YES: 

�� “Quite a lot are related, so they do!” [CSS051] 

�� “We tend to socialise locally” [CSS102] 

 
�� NO:  

�� “It depends where your contacts are. Things have changed since the market has 

gone”. [CSS115] 

�� “Because we are potato growers, we speak to other potato growers in Herefordshire. 

Also, I was at RAC so I have contacts from all over Gloucestershire.” [CSS122] 

�� “There are fewer farmers around” [CSS123] 

�� “Tend to have more contact with organic farmers nationwide” [CSS108] 

�� “Less so than it used to be; people don’t go to markets to talk” [CSS117] 

�� “Tend not see locals particularly” [CSS066] 

�� “No, I tend to stand on my own 2 feet and make my own decisions” [CSS101] 

�� “There is not much opportunity to come into contact with them” [CSS02] 
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�� “There are less farms and farm workers locally, due to the diminishing rural 

workforce” [CSS110] 

�� “It just depends on who they associate with; they’re not all farmers now; and the 

farmers have other interests.” [CSS116] 

�� “We have a different scale and enterprises to local farmers” [CSS118] 

 
 
 
Frequency of interactions. 

Type of relation Frequency of interaction 
Family farming business partners Daily 

4 times per month 
Farmers at discussion groups (e.g. FWAG, 
Dairy Group). 
Buying Group. 
10 mile radius. 

Once per month 
(Twice per month in winter, & occasionally in 
summer). 

Local farming friend (6 miles) Once every 2 months on farm. 
Local farming neighbour (1 mile) Irregularly, but every few weeks. 

Every few weeks. 
Once per month. 

Business consultant Once every 2 months. 
OF & G Adviser Once every 2 months to once every 6 months 
FWAG Adviser Annual  
 
 
 
Response to the question: “Do you know of similar farming systems but with different 
farming practices close to one another?” 
�� YES: 

�� “From very intensive dairy to organic extensive.  It’s down to the farmers who are 

running them – it’s individual choice rather than one reason.” [CSS107] 

�� “Yes, from organic dairy to intensive dairy in this area. It’s historic; there always have 

been a mixture of types of farm etc” [CSS110] 

�� “We are the most diverse farm in Gloucestershire; there’s not many others that are 

similar” [CSS122] 

�� “Yes, there is some variety left, but less than there was.  Moving away from doversity 

– it seems to be due to economic pressures” [CSS117] 

�� “Yes, round here we’re mostly dairy units, but some are organic” [CSS102] 

�� “Yes, varies from organic to intensive” [CSS044] 

�� “When the other dairy farmers are larger they tend ot be less interested in 

conservation, and more focussed on the money” [CSS068] 

�� “There’s a lot of variety in the area; physical factors allow for all types of farming” 

[CSS116] 

                                                                                                                                                        
2 The responses in England were based on the merged questionnaire (see previous annual 
report); therefore, the structure of reporting their responses is different from the Scotland 
data. 
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�� “Some variety in the systems. We have suffered droughts in the past, so we tended to 

be extensive to avoid getting short of fodder; but some others are more intensive.” 

[CSS119] 

 
�� NO: 

�� “Not really.  It’s mostly dairy farmers in this village. Many are leaving dairy and doing 

sheep or beef. But they tend to be similar types of farm” [CSS051] 

�� “Not really.  There are not many farmers left in the area, and they’re mostly of a 

similar type”. [CSS066] 

�� “Not really.  There are a few of us beef farmers in the area, and most of those have 

the same practices. It’s mostly intensive dairy farms or cereal based arable” 

[CSS101] 

�� “Not really. It’s similar land with family farms all having to do similar things” [CSS02] 

�� “No, there’s a tendency to follow trends – farming over the hedge” [CSS005] 

 

 
 
The dynamics of the social and infornational networks: changes over the past 5 years. 

�� New contacts, e.g. Grassland Society, and MDC Focus Group; because of moving 

into new farm and needing information. 

�� More contacts for organic advice, and farmers come to us for advice and assistance. 

�� My increasing experience and specialism (organic farming) means people come to 

me for advice. [CSS115] 

�� Organic discussion groups are growing; there’s more interest in organics, and people 

come and ask for advice. 

�� “Tesco Nature’s Choice: more assurance to get premium prices.  There is more 

assessment and bureaucracy generally” [CSS123] 

�� “The local market has closed, so don’t see other local farmers” [CSS123] 

�� “A little due to CSS through farm walks etc” [CSS051] 

�� “More contacts with farmers with similar environmental attitudes, through FWAG, 

especially as this becomes more accepted socially” [CSS117] 

�� “Joined buying group 4 years ago, so I have more contact with other local farmers” 

[CSS102] 
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1.3 NON-AEM DISCUSSIONS AMONGST FARMERS: types of issues. 

1.3.1 Within Breadalbane ESA (SCOTLAND). 
 
Subsidies. 
�� “The subsidies are all that’s keeping us alive. We talk about them to everybody who 

knows. We wonder if they should be scrapped, cos they don’t go for quality” [ADESA20]. 

 

Prices. 
�� “Every night we’re finding out, and discussing, prices on the phone” [ADESA23] 

�� “We talk about who can get the best price where. We might both sell sheep to the same 

man but the price is different – we’ll give him hell for 6 months!” 

��  “You talk about what you averaged, and are you up or down on last year.  You talk about 

how you sell your stock – for sheep, it’s store or fat, sell to the market, or direct to the 

abbatoir; for cattle, it’s do you sell as store or as finishing cattle”. [ADESA10] 

�� “We moan about them to everyone and anybody – whoever will listen!” [ADESA01] 

�� “The prices of lambs” [ADESA27] 

�� “What we talk about has changed over the past 5-10 years, because of economic 

pressure and pressures of traceability, so there’s more talk of identification of products, 

and health and safety.” [ADESA26] 

 

Agricultural techniques: 
�� “Yields – but when he talks about yields, and he says he gets 2.5 tons to the acre, you 

know that’s not in the whole field” [ADESA11] 

�� “There’s a bit of rivalry. You’re looking over the fence to see how his crop’s doing – as 

you talk to him, the yield’s getting bigger and bigger… You see his tractor and you know 

how much it cost” [NADESA17] 

��  “In-wintering, for example, the expense of putting up a shed, and how we can’t afford it.  

It costs us £500 a year to feed the hoggs, but we couldn’t afford ten times that for a shed” 

[ADESA23] 

�� “Scanning – coming up to scanning is the nervous time; we lose about 8 to 15%. We talk 

about the results quite intensively” [ADESA10] 

�� “When farmers talk about farming, it’s totally boring to those who aren’t farming. We talk 

about hay and the harvest, the weather and the TV forecasts, medicines for sheep… If 

there’s anyone in trouble, and we can see a way out, we’ll help” [ADESA09] 

�� “We’ll talk about lambing percentages, and polytunnels.” [ADESA09] 

�� “We’ll talk about sheep breeds, and breeding tups, and lambing percentages. What type 

fo sheep do we need for the future – we need a better conformation tup; you cannot 

change the Blackface, but you can change the Cheviots. The markets are making us 
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change.  A hill farmer would rather buy a better bull or a tup than a new car; you’re 

always trying to make them better” [ADESA33] 

�� “Other peoples’ farming methods” [ADESA27] 

�� “Most people are involved with sheep here, so their welfare is discussed.  We can spend 

an hour talking a lot about that.” [ADESA27] 

�� “There are more and more people talking about this: scanning, selling as finished stock, 

and wrap silage.” [ADESA20] 

 

Other: 
�� “We’ll talk about other farmers – everybody’s view is right.  You can see what’s going on; 

and sometimes you’ll be two-faced.  You’ll see his lambs at market and see the shit on 

the lambs tails and know that that’ll take something off the price, but when you see him 

you say ‘How are you the day?’ “ [ADESA23]. 

�� It’s difficult to socialise. There’s too much paperwork. We finish outside at 5 or 6 o’clock in 

the winter, and about 8.30 in the summer…” [ADESA23]. 

�� “Rather than saying it’s going bad, you say ‘I’m surviving’ or ‘I’m working away quietly’ 

“.[ADESA11] 

�� “We talk about the weather, Agenda 2000, tagging, record keeping, and sex – we have a 

joke that if there’s no sex on my farm, I’m not happy!” [ADESA10] 

�� “If you’re in a similar type of farming, we discuss how it’s incredibly difficult to expand 

enterprises to maintain your standard of living, and your profitability.  There are very few 

farms of this size and smaller that do not have substantial outside income. Your core 

farming of sheep and cattle, they won’t make a reward to live on in the future. But not 

everyone can diversify or get bigger. People talk about diversification – they’re desparate 

to work it… But, nowadays, if you have a bright idea, you keep it fairly tight…”. 

[ADESA03] 

�� “The local estate is discussed – the fact that there’s an absentee landlord, and that the 

estate is going down the tube. That’s the main topic of conversation – how long it’s going 

to last” [ADESA27] 

�� “The weather, vehicles” [ADESA27] 

�� “If you have a problem, it’s always kept to yourself. It’s frowned upon if you blether about 

disasters at home… At market, everyone sees that…” [ADESA20] 

�� “We’re always on about our independence, about this red tape – we’re bogged down with 

it so much – it’s all political, it’s not a level playing field” [ADESA20] 
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Who are these non-AEM issues are discussed with? 
 
ISSUE DISCUSS THIS WITH… 
Economic (prices, subsidies) �� 2 farming neighbours (2 to 15 miles away) 

�� Neighbours (2-3 miles); colleagues at market (up to 30 
miles). 

�� Immediate neighbours, family business partners, 
neighbours further away; at market, and meetings. 

�� Next door neighbour only. 
�� Immediate neighbours who are also genned up (.5 to 5 

miles). 
�� Neighbours in the glen, with similar farming system (5-

15 miles) 
�� Farmers who are also close friends (3-4 miles). 
�� Farmer friend (20 miles); ahead, more intensive & 

diversified. 
�� Farmer discussion group 

Agricultural techniques 
(management, machinery, 
intensity etc). 

�� 2 farming neighbours (2 to 15 miles away) 
�� Immediate neighbours, family business partners, 

neighbours further away; at market, and meetings. 
�� Neighbours (2-3 miles); colleagues at market (up to 30 

miles). 
�� Next door neighbour only. 
�� Immediate neighbours who are also genned up. 
�� Farmers who are also close friends (3-4 miles). 
�� Neighbours in the glen, with similar farming system (5-

15 miles) 
�� Farmer friend (20 miles); ahead, more intensive & 

diversified. 
�� Shepherd. 
�� Farmer discussion group 
�� NFU contacts 

Environment (conservation & 
landscape) 

�� Farmers who are also close friends (3-4 miles). 
�� Immediate neighbours who are also genned up. 
�� Next door farmer; similar system. 

Whether or not to join certain 
schemes 

�� Immediate neighbours, family business partners, 
neighbours further away; at market, and meetings. 

�� 2 farming neighbours (2 to 15 miles away) 
�� Neighbours (2-3 miles); colleagues at market (up to 30 

miles). 
�� Next door neighbour only. 
�� Estate Factor 
�� SLF Members 
�� Staff/employees 

Social (independence, identity, 
leader or not being different) 

�� Farmer discussion group only (i.e. not one-to-one). 
�� Neighbours in the glen, with similar farming system (5-

15 miles) 
�� Only to adviser; not to other farmers. 
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1.3.2 Within the CSS Gloucestershire area (ENGLAND). 
The above issues are reported to be discussed sporadically, but there are no direct quotes 

regarding them within the PH2 data set.  

 
Who these non-AEM issues are discussed with? 
 
ISSUE DISCUSS THIS WITH… 
Economic (prices, subsidies) �� Brothers (farm with them) 

�� Mother & son (farm with them) 
�� On-farm business partners (family) 
�� A farming friend (6 miles; every 2 months on farm). 
�� Various other farmers = contacts. 
�� Farmers’ Discussion Group (farmers within a 10 mile 

radius); meets fortnightly in winter, and occasionally in 
summer. 

�� Adviser 
�� Spray adviser (Glos; when needed – regularly in 

summer) 
�� Organic Farmers & Growers Adviser (twice p.a.) 
�� Various other farmers, through the local buying group 

(monthly). 
�� Business consultant (6 times p.a.) 
�� MAFF for information 
�� Non-farmers, professionals (local). 
�� Other farm associates (local = 10 miles) 
�� Farmers & non-farmers; social acquaintances. 
�� OR, tend not to discuss… 

Agricultural techniques 
(management, machinery, 
intensity etc). 

�� Contractor. 
�� Local farmer. 
�� Brothers (farm with them). 
�� Mother & son (farm with them). 
�� On-farm business partners (family). 
�� Neighbour – discuss organic techniques. 
�� Various other farmers = contacts. 
�� Other farming associates, through groups (FWAG, 

Express Dairies etc); once per month. 
�� 2 local farmers with rare breeds; same F.S. 
�� Adviser. 
�� Organic Farmers & Growers Adviser. 
�� Organic Farmers & Growers Group. 
�� Organic farmers and also non-farmers. 
�� Various other farmers, through the local buying group 

(monthly). 
�� Business consultant (6 times p.a.). 
�� Consultants only. 
�� Trials with seed/spray companies. 
�� FWAG Adviser (Bristol); twice in total. 
�� OR, tend not to discuss… 

Environment (conservation & 
landscape) 

�� FWAG (annually, and at farm walks). 
�� FWAG – came once for CSS farm visit. 
�� Landlord. 
�� Neighbour (1 mile) introduced CSS to me. 
�� Neighbour – local; in the CSS & has local livestock 

breeds, similar farm; on each other’s farms quite 
frequently. 

�� Brothers (farm with them). 
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�� Mother & son (farm with them) 
�� On-farm business partners (family) 
�� TESCO (Nature’s Choice) 
�� FWAG Adviser (Bristol); twice in total. 
�� FWAG Adviser (Glos); twice in total. 
�� “Tend not to discuss, because we went in at the start 

and not many other farmers were in it. Now it’s just part 
of farming practice so little discussion relates 
specifically to it” [CSS108] 

�� Only with the Wildlife Trust [CSS044] 
�� Other farming associates, through groups (FWAG, 

Express Dairies etc); once per month. 
Social (independence, identity, 
leader or not being different) 

�� Other farmers at discussion groups, producer groups 
(e.g. Milk Group) & at NFU meetings. 

�� Brothers (farm with them) 
�� Mother & son (farm with them) 
�� On-farm business partners (family) 
�� Various other farmers = contacts. 
�� Occasionally with other farmers at market. 
�� “Tend not to see many other local farmers. Don’t go to 

market as all stock go through OF&G. If need specific 
advice, might ask other organic farmers but they could 
be anywhere in the country” [CSS108] 

�� Various other local farmers, but very rarely. [CSS066] 
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1.4 AEM-RELATED ISSUES DISCUSSED AMONGST FARMERS. 

1.4.1 Within Breadalbane ESA (SCOTLAND). 
Following the initial targeting and launch of the ESA, farmers began discussing ESA issues 

amongst themselves; these discussions subsequently continued, with varying frequency and 

content, during the scheme’s lifetime.  Farmers stated that they discussed the following 

aspects of the ESA with other farmers: 

�� Conservation objectives 

�� Dyking (rebuilding of stone walls) 

�� Revenue and income 

�� ESA-induced changes in intensity of farming system 

�� Workload 

�� Flexibility of the farming system 

�� Independence in decision-making 

�� Whether the ESA scheme, in itself, is suited to “farmers” 

  

These are now outlined in more detail. 

1.4.2 Conservation objectives of scheme. 
Farmers discussed the expected impact that the scheme would have on tree regeneration, 

and also on species numbers in the herb-rich grassland areas.  In particular, farmers were 

sceptical of the ESA method of fencing off areas to exclude stock, in order to encourage 

regeneration of trees and wild flowers. In addition, under the ESA, farmers were being funded 

to manage wetlands, or boggy areas of the farm; this task comprised a very different policy 

priority from making sure the land was in prime production condition. The following quotes 

illustrate these points: 
��  “If the boggy land had been there 20 years ago, it could have been cited, and as a tenant farmer 

you could have been given notice to quit” [ADESA03] 
�� “How, in the beginning (of the ESA) we had to shut bits off totally.  We used to say ‘silly thing this’ – 

it did more damage than good” [ADESA09] 
 

1.4.3 Dyking. 
This was discussed particularly intensively in the first ESA (1987-1992) since this is where the 

bulk of the ESA monies were allocated through the ESA farm plans (SAC 1992). Farmers 

discussed dyking in terms of the tidiness of their farms, and specifically for their stock 

management benefits.  However, as with the conservation objectives of the ESA, farmers 

were sceptical that such dykes would lead to an improvement in landscape quality. 
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1.4.4 Revenue & Income. 
Farmers described this as “SERIOUS talk”. There were hopes that the ESA would increase 

income levels, particularly on the hill sheep farms, and also that  - in the longer term – the 

ESA would lead to greater certainty and security.  Further, farmers discussed the ESA monies 

received, as offset against the cost of employing contract workers. In addition, farmers cited 

that, since the ESA activities of dyking and fencing are “public” (very visible to other farmers), 

this led to exchanges of information about good and bad dykers, and rates of pay: 
��  “You’re driving along, and you see a good fence, so you go into the farm and get the name.  You 

swap information.” [ADESA09] 
��  “If you see a new fence you know it’s ESA (cos otherwise no-one’s investing in new fences), so 

you stop and talk if the farmer’s there” [ADESA27] 
�� “I was doing a (ESA) hedge along the roadside, and a large number of people (farmers) stopped 

and asked me what I was doing .. I thought it was obvious! But!…” [ADESA10] 
 

Farmers also discussed the difficulty of either meeting, or exceeding, the ceiling on the ESA 

payments; and whether payments were being received on time (farmers had to pay initially for 

contractors’ labour, and were then be reimbursed by SERAD). 

 

1.4.5 Workload. 
Interviewees discussed the extra labour that was being, and would be, required to carry out 

the ESA conservation work; they discussed who would be good to employ to carry out the 

work.  The bureaucratic work element was also discussed, in terms of extra form filling and 

keeping of receipts and records. 

 

1.4.6 Independence in decision-making. 
Farmers discussed the extent of the ESA impact on their freedom to make decisions, 

particularly about where and when they could graze their livestock.  This was considered to 

be especially important at lambing time, when low, sheltered ground is very valuable for 

ensuring survival of the lambs.  Therefore, farmers discussed the rules concerning stock 

exclusion, and the impact of someone (SERAD), through the ESA, telling them how they 

could or could not manage the farm: 
�� “We didn’t think we’d REALLY get told what to do, but we wondered if we’d have to stick to the 

(farm) plan” [ADESA29] 
�� “People would be meddling, and sticking their noses into our farm business” [ADESA26] 
�� “We didn’t want to be told – but the ESA was the beginning of this, and we had to get used to that” 

[ADESA10] 
�� “There’s 1 or 2 farmers worry that they’ll be dictated to.  OK, it hasn’t happened, but it COULD do” 

[NADESA17] 
 

Information was also exchanged where there had been problems for some farmers, in terms 

of ensuring the stock exclusion for example: 
��  “There’s one farmer who got his fingers burnt for his stock exclusion.  His sheep got back in early 

(by 2 days!) so he lost his money for that year. He told me that himself.  He was made an example 
of by the Department (SERAD)”. [ADESA27] 
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1.4.7 Whether the ESA Scheme, in itself, is suited to “farmers”. 
The ESA scheme was perceived by many farmers as being more to do with amenity, and 

management of land for non-agricultural purposes, particularly with its emphasis on woodland 

management, wetlands, and biodiversity of herb-rich meadows.  (F/N: The exception was the 

dyking which was seen to have a farm management benefit).  Further, such elements were 

viewed by tenant farmers as being predominantly of benefit to the owners, rather than to 

themselves as farmers; the following quotes are illustrative: 
�� “A lot of farmers see themselves as stock or arable, but woodlands and the ESA are less of a farm 

interest. Some farmers only see sheep” [ADESA01] 
�� “Owner-occupier or tenant – the ESA is largely available for owners rather than occupiers (or 

tenants)” [ADESA01] 
 

1.4.8 Types of issues that were NOT discussed. 
The issue which was raised by interviewees in this context comprised the level of specificity of 

discussion.  Farmers talk to one another about the general aspects of the scheme; however, 

they do not discuss specific area sizes in their ESA farm plans, or the specific payments they 

are receiving through the ESA: 
�� “We generalise about restrictions, but we’re not specific, because the farm plan is particular to each 

farm [ADESA03]. 
�� “You talk round about it, in general terms, for example ‘I’ve got SOME herb-rich pasture’ or ‘SOME 

woodland’.  Only to my cousins would I say exactly how much for example, metres of dyking.  Not 
to others.  We’re not prone to talking about direct financial things, financial gains…” [ADESA10] 

 

1.4.9 Changes in the nature of the discussions over the lifetime of ESA. 
Farmers stated that the frequency and nature of discussions changed over the lifetime of the 

ESA.  In 1987, when the scheme was first introduced, the idea and approach of the scheme 

was “new”, as compared with the grants and supports that had existed previously.  Farmers 

discussed whether the ESA represented a new era in support, or whether this was merely a 

temporary shift.  There were rumours concerning loss of independence, increased 

bureaucracy, and enforced reduction of livestock numbers.  Discussions were most frequent 

around the time of the official ESA meetings (1987 and again in 1992), which were instigated 

by SERAD and SAC, in order to inform farmers of the ESA and to encourage them to join. 

In 1992, when the scheme was enlarged, and the rules modified, there were further 

discussions amongst farmers in the extended area about the nature and implications of the 

changes.  However, for those farmers in the original area, the ESA was already becoming 

more “normal” and stable. Then, during the period 1994-1999, there was less discussion 

overall, since the ESA appeared to be established as a more permanent feature in the policy 

context, and many on-farm plans were simply in progress, year-by-year.  Then, for some 

farmers, the period towards the end of 1999 became a time of renewed uncertainty, since in 

2000, it was anticipated that the ESA would be amalgamated within the new Rural 

Stewardship Scheme.  The following quotations illustrate aspects of these changes: 
�� “There was a LOT of pressure to join at the beginning. We went to the first ESA meeting.  But we 

didn’t want to be pressurised.” [NADESA17] 
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�� “It was all new; would this be the way ahead?  Some people – the older ones – were quite dubious 

about it, but a lot of us were positive” [ADESA10] 
 

��  “In 1987-88: there was a lot of discussion; there were the public meetings, and there were local 
meetings, for example, at the NFU.  It had a good launch, and good appeal, and generally was well-
received.  In 1992 there was the new scheme, with very, very little discussion amongst farmers; 
very little in conversation.  Because, at the end of the first 5 years (1992), farming by and large was 
doing very well, the sheep and cattle were doing well, and therefore the ESA was a bit of a fiddle.  It 
was for £2500 per annum… But that was before BSE”. [ADESA03] 
 

�� “In the beginning, we were almost making money out of the scheme. In the middle (early 1990s), 
we wanted a review of the payments; we knew that SERAD and SAC were thinking this.  Then, May 
‘99, that was the most worrying time; now to do a dyke it actually costs you.  There’s doubts now.  
And I’ve heard it said that you were tied into doing things for the 5 year plan. But the way agriculture 
is (financially) I can’t do it…OK, to summarise: we were sceptical in the beginning, then we began 
to slowly change.  Then the first 5 years of the 10 year plan (1992 onwards) we were enthusiastic, 
and then the second 5 years of that 10 year plan (1997 onwards), we were getting more 
concerned”. [ADESA10]  
 

��  “For now, the ESA is low down the list of priorities, because it’s there and it’s working, and there’s a 
lot more, for example, Agenda 2000, Tagging, Record Keeping… “ [ADESA10] 
 

��  “When the ESA was new, people talked more.  Now, it’s like you mark your lambs, you clip your 
sheep.  It becomes one of those things…It’s a routine job, all set down on paper” [ADESA27] 

 

It can be seen that, for some farmers, the routine nature of the ESA agreement on their farm 

provides an element of security and stability, whereas for others, due to the financial 

downturn in agriculture, that very commitment to a 10 year plan is now a concern rather than 

a security.   
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1.5 Within the CSS Gloucestershire area (ENGLAND). 
A key finding from the Phase 2 Farmer Survey is that farmers did not discuss the CSS with 

other farmers, prior to adoption.  They discussed the scheme after adoption, in groups set up 

for that purpose, and on farm visits also organised for that purpose by MAFF/FRCA.  

 

From the farmer interviews, farmers who had adopted CSS related how they had either been 

one of the first to adopt, and therefore had not been able to talk with other farmers in more 

detail, or they had received all their required information from the adviser and national press, 

and did not feel the need to discuss it with others.  Two exceptions to this overall pattern exist 

within the data: farmers discussing the CSS as members of FWAG groups; and farmers who 

are members of producer groups, and raise the topic of agri-environmental schemes in this 

forum, particularly in the context of traceability of products, and also linking AEM “status” with 

their organic outputs. 

 

Two further reasons for this lack of discussion amongst farmers were given by the appropriate 

CSS policy officers in the institutional interviews (see also the Phase 2 Institutional Survey 

section of the Report). The data suggest that this situation arises because of: (i) a lack of 

“zonal” identity (as compared with an ESA); and (ii) a low density of adopters: for example, in 

Breadalbane ESA, there are approximately 160 adopters out of 180 farms, whereas in the 

CSS, there are approximately 200 adopters out of 2000 farms. 

 

An additional factor comprises the fact that the CSS is “over-subscribed” (see the Phase 2 

Institutional Survey section of the Report) and that consequently FRCA receive more 

applications than they can fund. The CSS Project Officers therefore, do not take a pro-active 

stance on CSS promotion at a regional level. Thus, there have been no local promotional 

meetings (as there have been in the neighbouring ESA) and this reduces the opportunities for 

meeting and discussion amongst farmers. 
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1.6 Farmer-to-institution networks. 

1.6.1 Within Breadalbane ESA (SCOTLAND). 
The main institutions with which farmers have contacts comprise: 

�� SERAD (government): Scottish Executive Rural Affairs Department 

�� SAC (agricultural advisory): Scottish Agricultural College 

�� FWAG (ecological advisory): Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group 

�� NFUS: National Farmers’ Union of Scotland. 

�� SLF: Scottish Landowners’ Federation. 

�� Producer Groups (Suckler Cow, Blackface Sheepbreeders). 

 

The approximate percentage of farmers within Breadalbane ESA who have contacts with 

these institutions are as follows:  SERAD: 100% (all farmers have to be legally registered with 

SERAD, and process their documentation through SERAD);  SAC: 85%; and  FWAG: 20%.  

Membership with the NFUS tends to be largely nominal, although where the farmer states 

that he/she is “active” in the NFUS, then this implies attendance at meetings, and knowledge 

and discussion of policy-elated developments that will affect farmers. The Scottish 

Landowners’ Federation is a Union, predominantly for larger landowners, (who typically have 

a number of tenant farmers), whose concerns are a little different from those of the Farmers’ 

Union (the SLF being more concerned with access, sporting and amenity issues than the 

NFUS).  However, although there are “stereotypes” concerning the membership of the two 

Unions, some overlaps exist. 

 
For SERAD, SAC and FWAG, there are regional offices in Perth, a city which is a minimum of 

60kms away from the ESA.  There is one adviser within each of these three institutions who is 

responsible for the region in which the ESA is located.  Therefore, the farmer typically deals 

with one person from SERAD, one from SAC and one from FWAG.  However (i) the ESA falls 

within two SAC administrative regions, and so the farmers in the eastern part of the ESA use 

one agent, and the remaining farmers (the majority) use another agent; (ii)  as is the policy 

within the civil service, SERAD agents are regularly switched to other offices and / or 

responsibilities, so there is a significant changeover of staff.   This is a factor highlighted by 

farmers as being an issue which can sometime make contact and communication more 

difficult.  

 
Farmers meet with advisors for a number of reasons. SERAD makes annual checks for 

example, on livestock numbers; these tend to be at short notice (for the farmer) and are on a 

random basis.  In addition, SERAD advisors provide technical support, either through written 

documentation, through personal visits, or through a farmer visiting directly the Perth 

Regional Office.  SAC provides technical support in response to farmers’ requests, which 

comprises written and verbal advice, either through an on-farm visit, or through Office-based 
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discussions (face to face or over the telephone).  SAC is also active in organising producer 

group meetings (such as Suckler Cow Group, Sheep Group), at local venues, and also on 

farms within the area.  In addition, in 1986, SAC also organised a Discussion Group; a 

number of farmers meet approximately every two months to talk through farm business and 

farming policy issues.  These groups are open to all farmers to attend.  FWAG provides 

written and verbal advice through their regional office in a similar way to SERAD and SAC.  

The advisers respond to farmers’ requests for on-farm management advice.  They organise 

farm walks in the summer months, on local farms, to demonstrate examples of good practice, 

and to assist farmers in understanding specific management issues.  These are open to all 

farmers to attend.  In addition, all three of these advisory organisations have head offices in 

Edinburgh, where farmers can make appointments to discuss issues with officers who are 

linked more to a national and European perspective.  It is farmers who contact the institutions, 

rather than the reverse. 

 

The frequency of these meetings between farmers and institutional agents is now outlined. 

With SERAD, there is typically one annual visit (as outlined above). Anything in addition is at 

the request of the farmer.  With SAC, the frequency varies, depending on the type of 

arrangement the farmer has, from: SAC advisor on-farm once or twice per year, with very little 

contact in between visits; to SAC advisor on-farm as needed (several times per year), with 

regular telephone contact in between visits.  The SAC advisor may also call into one farm 

informally when he is visiting other farmers.  The frequency of meeting with FWAG depends 

on the request of the farmer; there is no formal structuring of advisory visits. 

 
 

1.6.2 Within Gloucestershire CSS (ENGLAND). 
 
The main institutions with which farmers have contacts comprise:  Countryside Commission 

(pre 19963); MAFF; National Farmers’ Union; Country Landowners’ Association; local 

Wildfowl Trust; Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group (including new FWAG “Countrywide”); Soil 

Association; Young Farmers’ Club; Tesco’s “Nature’s Choice” Assessors; banks; and 

landlords. 

 

Interviewed farmers within the case study area are members of the following groups: Organic 

Farmers & Growers (this can be nationwide); producer/farmer discussion groups (egs: 

Cotswold Sheep, Gloucestershire Cattle, and Gloucester Old Spot [pigs]); and a buying group 

made up of local farmers, for inputs, insurance, vets etc.  Co-operatives mentioned by 

farmers were: for the sale of organic produce; Milk Marque; and the Independent Milk 

Producers (national).  Interestingly, farmers could be members of groups that were organised 

on local, regional or national bases, therefore, some farmers could have social links with 
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colleagues and friends across the country, rather than being largely confined to their 

immediate geographical area. 

 

The role of the institutions as perceived by farmers, in the context of CSS, was reported as 

follows:  

�� CC (pre 1996): seen as being concerned primarily with the conservation of wild plants ; 

however, it was also stated that « different advisers have their own preferences ». CC 

were also perceived as being concerned with the preservation and perpetuation of the 

farming system. 

�� MAFF: were see as « just doing their job » ; there was a sense of « I’m not sure if the 

advisers believe in it (CSS), or whether they are just doing their job ». MAFF’s role was 

viewed as being mainly administration of the scheme. In this role, MAFF were perceived 

as having a « jobsworth » attitude by most interviewees; that is, they were very 

bureaucratic and did not seem to co-ordinate and link administration with practical 

aspects. It was felt that MAFF should be helping farmers to resolve their CSS problems. 

Diversity within MAFF was recognised, however, with the view that « some people in 

MAFF are great and try to help, but others can be very obstructive ». 

�� An additional point concerned that change in CSS administration from CSS to MAFF in 

1996, the dominant view being that: « since MAFF took over from CC, there has been a 

change in approach. There is less interest in trying to work with the farmer to make the 

scheme work; rather, they are more interested in trying to withold grants if there are any 

discrepancies. » Further, MAFF officers are reportedly less flexible than CC had been, 

and appear to be less understanding of the farming perspective. 

�� CSS project officer (Bristol): was seen as providing botanical advice. 

�� ADAS: were viewed as giving technical advice in the context of CSS. 

�� FWAG: carried out demonstrations of on-farm conservation through on-farm 

meetings and at local FWAG meetings; their key role was perceived as being the giving 

of advice about overall conservation and good farm practice. FWAG was described as 

helping farmers to farm in an environmentally-friendly way, giving a practical approach to 

farming for conservation. In addition, they were very keen to encourage farmers to do 

conservation work. 

�� Wildfowl Trust: they were perceived as being proactive about the CSS. 

�� English Nature: carried out the inspection of on-farm sites. 

                                                                                                                                                        
3 The CSS was administered by the Countryside Commission from 1991-1996; the scheme 
then ceased to be “experimental” and was taken over by MAFF in 1996. 
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